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Features
DURABLE PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION: Each VERSADECKTM sheet is
molded using a high density material that makes the product
extraordinarily strong with chemical and weather resistantance. UV
inhibitors are added, allowing VERSADECKTM to be used indoors and
outdoors without the risk of fading or degradation.

CONVENIENT SIZE: VERSADECKTM ground protection mats are 2.4m
long x 1.2m wide and are 12mm thick at the centre, with added tread
patterns for greater traction and slip resistance. Pallets of
VERSADECKTM can be double and triple stacked as needed.
SUPPORTS HEAVY WEIGHTS: Depending on the ground surface and
the density of the subsurface, VERSADECKTM can be used to provide
access for vehicles and equipment weighing up to 80 tons.
CONVENIENT CONNECTION SYSTEM: Each mat has connection holes
at each corner and in the middle of the 2.4m side, allowing mats to be
connected side by side or at 90 degree angles to each other.
(Connectors are an Optional Extra)
COLOUR: VERSADECKTM is available as standard in a natural sand
colour which reduces sunburn to grassed surfaces, and blends well
environmentally.

OUTPERFORMS WOOD AND OTHER SYSTEMS: Unlike plywood,
VERSADECKTM will not warp, rot, crack, or delaminate and there are
no unsafe chemicals, such as arsenic, which exists in some treated
plywood.
HANDLES: 2 handles down each 2.4m side for easy lifting.

GROUND SURFACE: VERSADECK mats are designed to be used with no
ground preparation over grass, gravel, soil, concrete, asphalt, mud
and sandy soil conditions.

Hand Holes
4 Precision cut hand holes make 2
person manouvering a breeze

Perfect Size
Each VERSADECK is 2.4m
long x 1.2m wide and is
12mm thick with a 9mm
cleat. Weighs 39Kg each.

Weight Loading
Varies, depending on
sub-surface, up to 80
tons capacity.

More Rigid
Construction
less flex on soft ground due
to rugged overlapping
‘checker’ tread and virgin
material.

Dual Tread Pattern
Best of 'both worlds' for
pedestrians or machinery.

Natural Beige Colour

Convenient Connection
System

Less heat transfer to turf, and cooler
to handle in full sun.

Simply connect mats together with
optional VERSALINKS.

Pedestrian Pathways

Temporary roadways

Stadiums

Parking
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